
 
29: Carrying stone through town on rails 

For onward journey powered by sails.  
WHO WAS CHIEF ENGINEER OF THE SOUTHAMPTON + DORCHESTER RAILWAY?  

q N. along seafront to caravan, passing the Alfred Monument 
 
 
You’ve finished! Finally, please just complete the tie-breaker: 
Write a rhyming couplet AND answer for this question: WHEN DID ALFRED DEFEAT 
THE DANES? (See the column on the seafront opposite the carnival caravan) 
 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 

Perhaps you could get your brain cells working on it while enjoying some much deserved refreshments 
at our sponsors, The Anchor Inn. 

 
 
 

It’s too late to enter the competition now, but it’s not too late to donate to Carnival, 
and help the many, many good causes supported by Swanage Carnival. Visit 

https://swanagecarnival.com/donate/ to donate any amount you wish. 
 

 
 
 

You can visit 
 

https://Carnival22.derektp.co.uk 
 

to find all the answers and lots more information about many of the places you’ve 
visited and things you’ve see on this trail, and where you can leave feedback for me. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SWANAGE CARNIVAL ADULT FOOT TREASURE HUNT 2022 
Sponsored by The Anchor Inn 

 
Since Carnival, it’s been a while 
But finally there’s cause to smile. 

 
It’s never dull, it’s not a bore; 

This moment you’ve been waiting for… 
 

Open your eyes, sharpen your wit 

The Adult Treasure Hunt is it! 
 
 

 

ACCESSIBILITY: One clue involves going down a couple of steps, and the route also requires descending 
one gentle flight. It’s generally suitable for pushchairs, but this is Swanage, so there are some short, sharp 

hills! 
 

ORIENTATION: Standing at the Carnival caravan the sea is East (E), the Mowlem to the South (S).  
 

SYMBOLS: The eye symbol  at the end of a clue indicates that the next clue, or part of it, can be seen 
from, or is in the vicinity of, the current clue. You will need to go to it to solve it! 

The walking man symbol: q followed by a compass point: N, E, S or W, at the end of a clue 
indicates the direction in which you need to walk to find the next clue. All distances in metres. 

 

PLEASE RESPECT THE PRIVACY OF HOME OWNERS. 
NO TRESPASSING IS REQUIRED TO SOLVE ANY OF THE CLUES. 

 

From the carnival caravan, head N., carefully cross Victoria Avenue; then q W.  
1: Near a cupboard (mind the spark!) 

Is a little round, grey mark…  
WHAT LETTERING DOES IT HAVE? 

 Cross back over road; continue W., then left into Horsecliffe Lane; up ramp. q S.  
 
2: Perfect place for a music lover, 

Locals made the airtight cover 
WHO DID? 

Head SW., into Station Place; S. and round corner to crossing; then back and turn left into Kings Road 

West. q S. 
3: Not quite the Forth or Golden Gate or Kwai;  

This helps keep the members’ feet quite dry! 
WHAT SHOULDN’T YOU LEAVE HERE?  

q SW. 20m  
 
4: Concrete put here by officials  

There’s quite a lot of their initials!  
WHAT ARE THE INITIALS?  

 5m SW., then into alleyway; q S. 30m   
 
5: Decorated in splendid livery 

Is this pipe of untold mystery  
WHICH TWO COLOURS ARE USED? 

Continue along path to top of hill; turn left. q E.   
 
6: If you’re feeling not too idle, 
  Next to a friend you here could sidle 
WHAT TYPE OF RESTING PLACE?  

q E. 70m along High Street 
 



 
7: When you really need to get it right,  

This mark will help you find the height  
WHICH WAY IS THE ARROW POINTING?  

continue E. 75m, turn into Mount Pleasant Lane. q S. 
 
8: At end of wall with pots and urn, 

Lies something else, where wheels turn 
“WHO” IS STAYING VERY QUIET HERE?  

q S. 50m  
 
9: A butterfly’s home this could be;  

Or perhaps a master of the sea…  
WHERE MIGHT THE CAPTAIN LIVE?  

Continue up path to top; turn left then bear right into Manor Road. q E. 70m 
 
10: Immortalised beside a long-gone gate 

The builder’s carved his design and date 
WHAT’S THE SUM OF JBG’S DIGITS?  

E. 45m to Taunton Road, turn left, q N.  
 
11: How much is that doggy in the window, the one with the waggly tail?  

How much is that doggy in the window? I do hope that doggy’s for sale!  
WHAT SHAPE WINDOW? 

q N. 35m  
 
12: If sleeping here as owner or guest, 

The use of this could break your rest  
WHAT BIRD WOULD ATTRACT THE RESIDENTS’ ATTENTION?  

To bottom of hill, turn left. 
 
13: Like a Victorian internet,  

This covers where the wires met 
WHAT DEFUNCT TELECOMMS SYSTEM?  

q W.  
 
14: To reach this island, cross the flow;  

It could be a dodgy way to go.  
WHAT WHOLE ISLAND CAN YOU SEE FROM HERE?  

Backtrack to crossing; cross over, turn left and follow Institute Road. q N. to Mowlem Lane  
 
15: In sturdy iron two signs were cast,  

And here they are, still standing fast  
HOW FAR AWAY ARE THE 2 SOUTHERN GAS BOARD PIPES?  

q E. 
 
16: Two lads trying to be clever, 

Now their names are here forever. 
WHAT LONDON PARISH WERE DAVE AND TIM NEXT TO IN 1997?  

Turn right into alley; q SE.  
 
17: With blues and reds and yellow around,  

A setting sun can too be found…  
AND WHAT’S LEAPING OUT OF THE WATER?  

Continue to, and cross square; then left along High Street; turn right into Park Road 

 
18: An early type of tourist signpost  

Directing you along the coast. 
HOW MANY DESTINATIONS ARE MENTIONED?  

Up hill, then first left into Marshall Row; q E. 40m  
 
19: Even if a total stranger,  

You could save a life in danger 
WHAT NUMBER SHOULD YOU QUOTE?  

Continue q E. 45m 
 
20: If your name means “rock” or “stone”,  

Is this a home you’d likely own?  
WHO HAS A HOLE HERE?  

55m E. through parking area; straight across Seymer Road q E. downhill 
 
21: A relatively new addition  

Making home for old tradition  
WHAT ARE CROSSED OVER THE DOORWAY? 

 To bottom of hill; then keep right to end of road; bear right; q E. 30m up hill 
 
22: Oh my goodness, oh my gosh;  

Who is here ‘twixt Jim and Josh?  
WHO’S BETWEEN THESE TWO?   

q  Continue to top of hill; turn right at “… the Good” 
 

23: A place for thought and quiet retreat,  
Wouldn’t it be nice to take a seat?  

IF DEREK’S “PAPA”, THEN WHO IS MAMA?  

Few paces back to road, then q E. 110m; Turn left down gentle steps; stay left 
 
24: Is this original graffiti  

Or a copy, a little bit cheaty?  
WHAT LITTLE CREATURE IS DEPICTED?  

Continue to bottom of steps; q NW. 10m  
 

25: A company that serves utilities,  
Likes to advise of its abilities! 

WHAT SERVICES DOES HEPWORTH PROVIDE HARDWARE FOR?   

q NW. 25m 
 

26: Who knew that those who go to Swanage School  
Could make such art, with stone and tool?   

WHERE WERE THESE CARVINGS MADE?   

q NW., then SW., 30m 
 
27: As ‘Under-Secretary for the Regions’  

The calls upon your time are legions 
WHAT WAS CHRIS MULLIN MP DOING IN NOVEMBER 2000? 

Continue down to Pier entrance. Rejoin road and q NW. 100m 
 
28: If you’re coming from a boat ashore 

Carrying jackets no more a chore 
NAME THE THREE “SEA DANGERS”?  

q NW. along train tracks 


